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of the Board of
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by the available compute
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There are yet other groups
capabilities, CSC is hard at
exploring quantum chemistry,
work deploying a new HPC platform; its first
AI, deep learning, atmospheric and climate
to take advantage of the performance and
research, and, increasingly, digital medicine
scalability afforded by combining CPUs with
supporting the Institute’s world-renowned
multiple high-performance GPUs. “If you
cancer research efforts.
launch a lot of jobs on a multi-core CPU alone,
you quickly begin to watch the clock rate
Solving today and preparing for tomorrow
deteriorate,” says Professor Volker
with AMD Radeon Instinct MI50
Lindenstruth, chairman of the Board of
To carry this breadth of experimentation,
Directors, FIAS. “You lose a good fraction of
FIAS CSC is deploying a new server cluster
the performance you would expect to gain by
featuring 880 AMD Radeon Instinct MI50
adding parallelism, and, unfortunately,
GPUs and supported by 100 gigabits per
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second InfiniBand networking. Incredibly,
processor.”
even as this new system just comes online,
“We are in the process of buying an
Flexibility supports incredible variety
additional system with 2,000 AMD MI50s,”
To overcome that limitation, Lindenstruth
says Lindenstruth.
and his team selected the combination of

When you combine AMD MI50 GPUs, EPYC CPUs, very good memory
That third system will support the work of the GSI Helmholtz Centre
bandwidth, fast PCI Express 4, and 100 Gb/sec Infiniband networking,
for Heavy Ion Research, which analyzes data generated by the Large
you can accommodate the requirements of all our applications.” He
Hadron Collider at the CERN Particle Physics Laboratory, in Geneva.
concludes, “This is the ideal system we were looking for.”
GSI is preparing to support CERN’s third accelerator, expected to come
online within a few years. Of course, the GSI team isn’t
Freedom through open-source HIP programming
waiting. Lindenstruth explains, “We have already
“We determined that a
One of the important jobs of the CSC team is to help
achieved a quantum leap with the online software that
server built with AMD
research teams moving their legacy code to the new
runs as the LHC experiment is taking data. More than
EPYC CPUs and eight
GPU-enabled systems. The variety is impressive. According
98 percent of processing for the 600 gigabytes per second
AMD MI50 GPUs
to Lindenstruth, “The relativistic molecular dynamics code
data stream now runs entirely on SMC servers with eight
was developed in Fortran for over 25 years. We started
delivered ideal costAMD MI50 GPUs that deliver 90% of the total compute
using GPUs for CERN in 2009 using a consumer GPU and
performance. And, as
performance we need using just the GPUs.”
CUDA, which we later converted to OpenCL for efficiency.”
our GPU code is better

optimized, we achieve
Eight turns out to be a sort of magic number for the
Now CSC is converting to open-source HIP supported by
even greater efficiency.”
entire FIAS MI50 deployment. “We learned from our
AMD GPU accelerators. “I can’t say that there is a simple
older systems that the cost-effectiveness of just one
red button,” says Lindenstruth, “but the most important
Professor Volker
GPU on a server wasn't good when you factor in the
part of HIP is that the same source code will run on
expense of building and maintaining the server,” says
Lindenstruth, chairman
whatever GPUs we choose. We can make decisions based
Lindenstruth. “With some analysis, we determined that
of the Board of
on cost performance and vendor relationship, without
a server built with AMD EPYC CPUs and eight AMD
Directors, FIAS
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MI50 GPUs delivered ideal cost-performance. And, as
A vision of the future
our GPU code is better optimized, we achieve even greater efficiency.”
Looking ahead, Lindestruth opines, “It doesn't make sense to focus on
The need for speed
using only CPUs anymore, especially when you consider the huge amount
Looking back, Lindenstruth explains, “One of the limiting factors in the
of CPU cycles required by work such as CERN. There are a huge number
past was memory bandwidth. In CPU-only systems, we did our best to
of tier centers doing nothing but data processing for CERN, and they are
hide transfer latency, but that is only possible to a limited extent.” He
all exclusively CPU based. Well, there is one exception and that is GSI! We
continues, “You have to get the data in and out at some point and this
are the pioneers making this distributed processing GPU enabled. We
think that all data centers doing particle physics, and not only GSI and
is a factor which affects overall performance.”
others supporting CERN, will be going in the direction of GPUs.”
The MI50 features PCIe® Gen 4 technology and AMD’s exclusive dual
“The collaboration and support we have received from AMD are
Infinity Fabric™ Link technology to provide up to 248 GB/s of aggregate
outstanding,” says Lindenstruth. “We have achieved a lot. Challenges,
GPU data transfer bandwidth. As Lindenstruth says, “The MI50 GPU
sometimes self-made, are inevitable in large scale systems. It's good
combines fast memory bandwidth of a terabyte per second with very
to know that we have a partner who helps us quickly iron them out.”
high compute capability. Even better, MI50 has a fast PCI bus.
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As a platform for integrating the sciences, FIAS provides a
foundation for decisive progress in research through
cooperation, exchanging ideas, and overcoming structural
barriers between the disciplines. About 180 scientists from
more than 20 countries are doing research at FIAS. For more
information visit fias.institute.

For 50 years AMD has driven innovation in high-performance
computing, graphics, and visualization technologies—the building
blocks for gaming, immersive platforms, and the data center.
Hundreds of millions of consumers, leading Fortune 500
businesses, and cutting-edge scientific research facilities around
the world rely on AMD technology daily to improve how they live,
work, and play. AMD employees around the world are focused on
building great products that push the boundaries of what is
possible. For more information about how AMD is enabling today
and inspiring tomorrow, visit amd.com/instinct.
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